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Pin1 is a peptidyl-prolyl isomerase consisting
of a WW domain and a catalytic isomerase
(PPIase) domain connected by a flexible linker.
Pin1 recognizes phospho-Ser/Thr-Pro motifs
in cell-signaling proteins, and is both a cancer
and an Alzheimer’s disease target. Here, we
provide novel insight into the functionalmotions
underlying Pin1 substrate interaction using
nuclear magnetic resonance deuterium (2D)
and carbon (13C) spin relaxation. Specifically,
we compare Pin1 side-chain motions in the
presenceandabsenceof aknownphosphopep-
tidesubstratederived from themitoticphospha-
tase Cdc25. Substrate interaction alters Pin1
side-chain motions on both the microsecond-
millisecond (ms-ms) and picosecond-nanosec-
ond (ps-ns) timescales. Alterations include loss
of ps-ns flexibility along an internal conduit of
hydrophobic residues connecting the catalytic
site with the interdomain interface. These resi-
dues are conserved among Pin1 homologs;
hence, their dynamics are likely important for
the Pin1 mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Pin1 is a peptidyl-prolyl isomerase (PPIase) whose inter-
actions with other proteins are essential for cell main-
tenance and growth. In particular, Pin1 catalyzes the
cis-trans isomerization of phosphorylated serine/threo-
nine-proline (pSer/pThr-Pro) motifs. Pin1 substrates are
proteins that comprise signaling networks governing key
cellular processes. Examples include the mitotic phos-
phatase Cdc25 (Yaffe et al., 1997), the mitotic kinase
Wee1 (Shen et al., 1998), the oncogenic transcription fac-
tor c-Myc (Yeh et al., 2004), the microtubule associating
protein tau (Lu et al., 1999a), and, more recently, the
amyloid precursor protein APP (Pastorino et al., 2006).
Pin1 regulates the behavior of these signaling proteins
and thereby indirectly regulates crucial cellular processesStructure 15, 31such as timing of cell-cycle transitions, protein-protein as-
sembly, transcription, and apoptosis. By implication, per-
turbation of Pin1 activity might perturb any one of these
processes with deleterious consequences for the cell.
Pin1 is a member of the parvulin class of PPIases; other
classes include the FK506 binding proteins and the cyclo-
philins. The necessity of Pin1 for cell-cycle progression as
well as its specificity for pSer/pThr-Pro motifs distin-
guishes it from the other PPIases (Lu, 2004).
Pin1 has attracted considerable interest in both cancer
and Alzheimer’s disease research. For example, Pin1 is
overexpressed in several human cancers including breast,
lung, and prostate cancer (Wulf et al., 2001). It is also
required for the DNA checkpoint for entry into mitosis
(Winkler et al., 2000). Finally, depletion of Pin1 can cause
mitotic arrest and apoptosis (Lu et al., 1996). This last
observation suggests targeting Pin1 in rapidly dividing
cancer cells as a means of therapy. In regard to Alz-
heimer’s disease, Pin1 depletion in neuronal cells may
trigger the deposition of plaques and the development of
neurofibrillary tangles (Lu et al., 1999a; Pastorino et al.,
2006).
Pin1 is a single 163 residue chain comprising two do-
mains: an N-terminal WW domain (1–39) and a C-terminal
PPIase domain (45–163). The WW domain is a recognition
module that enhances the specificity and affinity of
ligand recognition, whereas the PPIase catalytic domain
is solely responsible for isomerase activity. A flexible linker
rich in serines and glycines connects the two domains.
Opposing hydrophobic faces of the two domains define
a cavity for substrate recognition (Ranganathan et al.,
1997).
Conformational flexibility appears to be important for
Pin1 function. Crystal structures show conformational
differences between structures in which ligand is bound
to the PPIase versusWWdomain; these differences occur
both within and between the two domains (PDB ID codes
1P1N and 1F8A) (Ranganathan et al., 1997; Verdecia et al.,
2000). These results raise the possibility that intrinsic
dynamics are essential for Pin1 substrate recognition,
catalysis, or both. To investigate this possibility, we must
explore the internal motions of Pin1 and relate them to
Pin1 function. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spin
relaxation is a powerful method for characterizing the
amplitudes and timescales of protein dynamics on a3–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 313
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can profile the atomic motions of the ‘‘nanomachinery’’
underlying the Pin1 mechanism.
Initial NMR 15N backbone dynamics studies of Pin1
(Bayer et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2003) using R1, R2, and
steady-state nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) measure-
ments show that the constituent WW and PPIase domains
undergo nearly independent rotational diffusion in the
absence of substrate. The binding of phosphopeptide
substrate increases the domain-domain interaction and,
hence, their mutual hydrodynamic coupling. The magni-
tude of increase depends on the substrate sequence.
Despite the unequivocal power of 15N relaxation back-
bone studies, it is becoming increasingly evident that
studies of side-chain motions can often reveal functional
dynamics that would be invisible from backbone studies
alone (Johnson et al., 2006; Kay et al., 1996; Lee et al.,
2000). Detailed studies of side-chain motions are now
feasible using deuterium (2D) relaxation experiments
developed by Kay and coworkers (Millet et al., 2002;
Muhandiram et al., 1995; Skrynnikov et al., 2002). These
experiments record a series of two-dimensional 13C-1H
correlation spectra on partially deuterated proteins to
measure deuterium relaxation rate constants for methyl
CH2D moieties. Deuterium relaxation rates are dominated
by the nuclear quadrupole interaction; hence, one can
interpret the rates in terms of the picosecond (1012 s)-
nanosecond (109 s) (ps-ns) motions of individual methyl
symmetry axes (i.e., the carbon-carbon bond connecting
the methyl carbon to its preceding neighbor). Additionally,
relaxation measurements of methyl 13C provide comple-
mentary insights into side-chain motions on both ps-ns
and slower microsecond (106 s)-millisecond (103 s)
(ms-ms) timescales (Brath et al., 2006; Ishima et al.,
2001; Wand et al., 1996).
Accordingly, we present here, to our knowledge, the
first side-chain dynamics study of human Pin1, using
a combination of 2D and 13C relaxation experiments. We
first profile the side-chain motions for apo Pin1 and then
investigate the effects of adding saturating amounts of
substrate. The substrate is a known phosphopeptide
substrate of Pin1 containing the pThr-Pro motif from the
mitotic phosphatase Cdc25. We analyze the 2D relaxation
rates in terms of the Lipari-Szabo approach (Lipari and
Szabo, 1982) to obtain site-specific order parameters
and correlation times to characterize the amplitudes and
timescales of the side-chain motion. Our results reveal
that substrate interaction causes a loss of side-chain
flexibility in Pin1. The loss of flexibility occurs along
a hydrophobic ‘‘conduit’’ that connects the catalytic loop
with the interdomain interface. Additional methyl 13C re-
laxation experiments reveal slow (ms-ms) conformational
exchange for residues within and proximal to the catalytic
loop. This suggests that changes in side-chain dynamics
are an essential component of the mechanism for sub-
strate recognition. Our side-chain dynamics studies com-
plement 15N studies of Pin1 backbone dynamics (Bayer
et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2003), and lay the foundation
for analyzing how different substrates elicit different314 Structure 15, 313–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All ridynamic responses from Pin1. Establishing this founda-
tion will suggest strategies for inhibitor design.
RESULTS
2D Relaxation Rate Measurements for Lone Pin1
To characterize the ps-ns motions of methyl-bearing side
chains of apo Pin1, we used established pulse schemes
(Millet et al., 2002; Muhandiram et al., 1995) to measure
deuterium relaxation rates at static magnetic field
strengths of 16.4 T and 18.8 T (700 MHz and 800 MHz
1H Larmor frequency, respectively). The measured rates
include the longitudinal relaxation rate constant R1(
2D)
and transverse relaxation rate constant R1r(
2D) for deu-
terons in CH2D methyl isotopomers (Figure 1).
Figure 2A shows the modular two-domain design of
Pin1 and its functional sites identified by Ranganathan
et al. (1997). Pin1 has 62 methyl groups, 11 in the WW do-
main and 51 in the PPIase domain (Figure 2B). Spectral
overlap prevented analysis of 6 methyl groups including
V22g2, L61d2, L86d1, L106d1, T143g2, and T162g2. Ex-
cluding 4 methyl groups with poor signal-to-noise ratio
(M13, V62g1, I78d1, and L141d1), we measured R1(
2D)
and R1r(
2D) values for 52 out of the 56 possible methyls
(see details in Table S1 in the Supplemental Data available
with this article online).
Picosecond-Nanosecond Motions Profiled
by 2D Relaxation
To extract ps-ns dynamics information from the 2D relax-
ation rates, we used the ‘‘model-free’’ approach of Lipari
and Szabo (Lipari and Szabo, 1982). This approach fits
a methyl-specific order parameter S2axis and effective
correlation time te to the corresponding R1(
2D) and
R1r(
2D) data of the same methyl. S2axis measures the am-
plitude of internal reorientational motions experienced by
a given methyl symmetry axis. The ‘‘twirling’’ motions of
methyl protons/deuterons about this symmetry axis are
assumed to be much faster and simply scale down the
internal autocorrelation function by a factor of 1/9 (Muhan-
diram et al., 1995; Nicholson et al., 1992). S2axis lies in the
range 0 < S2axis < 1, with S
2
axis increasing as the symmetry
axis becomes more immobile. Completely free internal
motion yields S2axis = 0; a rigid symmetry axis yields
S2axis = 1.0. te estimates the rapidity of internal motion.
However, because te also depends on the amplitude of
motion, it is not a ‘‘pure’’ time constant and therefore
admits only a semiquantitative interpretation (Lipari and
Szabo, 1982).
Getting S2axis and te first requires knowledge of the
rotational correlation time for overall protein tumbling.
Toward this end, we measured backbone R1(
15N) and
R2(
15N) rate constants for the same Pin1 sample using
standard pulse schemes (Dayie andWagner, 1994). Previ-
ous 15N relaxation measurements by Jacobs et al. (2003)
demonstrate that the two flexibly linked domains of Pin1
can be approximated as two independent tumblers; simi-
lar approaches were adopted in side-chain dynamics
studies of calmodulin, which also consists of two flexiblyghts reserved
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Pin1 Side-Chain Flexibilitylinked domains (Lee et al., 2000). Accordingly, we sepa-
rately fit 15N R2/R1 ratios from the WW and PPIase
domains to two isotropic correlation times specific for
each domain resulting in tm,WW = 10.7 ± 0.1 ns/rad and
tm,PPIase = 15.4 ± 0.2 ns/rad. Although these values do
not suggest dimerization, they are somewhat high for
a protein the size of Pin1 (Mr = 18.4 kDa). The high values
may reflect some residual protein aggregation (Kay et al.,
1996). Indeed, we repeated 15N measurements of Pin1
diluted more than two-fold (0.4 mM) and found tm values
reduced by 10%. As this effect was small, we opted
for measurements on the more concentrated sample to
optimize signal to noise.
The 15N-derived tm,WW and tm,PPIase values were held
fixed while the S2axis and te were varied to best reproduce
the observed deuterium R1(
2D) and R1r(
2D) rates. The
resulting S2axis values (Figure 3A) range from a minimum
of 0.15 for M153 to a maximum of 0.98 for T29g. The effec-
tive correlation times te span a range from a minimum of
10 ps for M153 to a maximum of 175 ps for A85b.
Figure 1. Methyl 13C-1H Correlation Spectrum of Pin1
The spectrum is from the R1r(
2D) relaxation series at 16.4 T. Each
crosspeak represents a particular CH2D group of a methyl-bearing
side chain in Pin1.Structure 15, 31As seen in other proteins (Johnson et al., 2006; Kay
et al., 1996; Loh et al., 2001), methyl groups on longer
side chains tend to have lower S2axis and te values. This
reflects the increased rotational freedom of the methyl
group as it becomes separated from the backbone by
a greater number of rotatable bonds. Subtracting off the
average value of S2axis, denoted by <S
2
axis>, reduces
this dependence (Kay et al., 1996). The <S2axis> averages
were calculated directly from the Pin1 data for each type
ofmethyl. The resultingS2axis<S2axis> values (Figure 3B)
reflect more directly the effects of the immediate neigh-
borhood, and Figure 4A maps them onto the Pin1 struc-
ture. Positive and negative S2axis <S2axis> indicate inter-
nal motion that is more and less restricted, respectively
(details in Table S2).
Our S2axis values assume overall isotropic tumbling for
the two Pin1 domains. To explore how anisotropic
tumbling might affect S2axis, we used established proce-
dures (Bru¨schweiler et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1997) to deter-
mine the rotational diffusion tensor from the backbone
15N R2/R1 ratios with reference to the crystal structure of
PDB ID code 1PIN (Ranganathan et al., 1997). We focused
on the PPIase domain because it contains the vast major-
ity of methyls and is the main driver of our subsequent
conclusions. We found slightly anisotropic tumbling
corresponding to an axially symmetric diffusion tensor
with Diso = 1.09 ± 0.01 and Dpara/Dperp = 1.27 ± 0.03. We
used these diffusion parameters per the procedure out-
lined in a recent side-chain 2D dynamics study (Skrynni-
kov et al., 2002) to calculate local tm
quad for each methyl
symmetry axis. Comparisons of the local tm
quad with the
isotropic tm allowed recalculation of S
2
axis values consis-
tent with anisotropic tumbling. We found that the S2axis
values calculated from anisotropic versus isotropic tum-
bling models differ by only 0.01 to 0.05, with an average
of 0.03. These differences are of the same order as esti-
mated statistical errors in S2axis (Table S2). This suggests
our S2axis values obtained with the simpler isotropic model
are sufficiently accurate with respect to overall tumbling.
13C Methyl Relaxation Experiments for Lone Pin1
A subset of methyls gave very weak 13C-1H crosspeaks in
the deuterium relaxation spectra. Overt cases were I78d1,
V62g1, and L141d1, for which satisfactory fits of R1(
2D) and
R1r(
2D) were impossible. The weak crosspeaks are the
result of excessive transverse 13C relaxation during the
obligatory constant-time periods within the deuterium
relaxation pulse schemes, caused bymethyl 13C chemical
exchange.We denote this exchange contribution to trans-
verse relaxation (i.e., exchange broadening) as Rex (Man-
del et al., 1995; Palmer et al., 1991b). Nuclei with signifi-
cant Rex represent sites influenced by ms-ms dynamics.
Because such timescales are typical of substrate binding
and catalysis, identifying the methyls with Rex contribu-
tions is of interest for dissecting the Pin1 mechanism.
We screened for Rex contributions by analyzing the
product R1(
13C)*R2(
13C), where R1(
13C) and R2(
13C) are
the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates for methyl
13C, respectively. In backbone 15N studies, R1*R2 provides3–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 315
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(A) Ribbon representation of Pin1 (PDB ID code 1PIN; Ranganathan et al., 1997). Secondary structure and functional sites are mapped on the WW
(magenta) and PPIase (cyan) domains.
(B) Pin1 methyl groups (spheres) are mapped with the Pin1 ribbon structure in the background. Overlapped methyls in Figure 1 are colored in white.a sensitive probe of Rex along the protein backbone, and
further provides facile discrimination between effects of
exchange and overall tumbling anisotropy (Kneller et al.,
2002; Yan et al., 2004). Here, we also extend this analysis
to methyl 13C relaxation rates. To estimate R2(
13C), we
compared crosspeak integrals of singly protonated
CHD2 isotopomers in a pair of
13C-1H constant-time spec-
tra (Brath et al., 2006). The estimated rate is actually an
admixture of single-quantum 13C methyl coherences that
are in-phase and antiphase with respect to the directly
bonded 1H and 13C nuclei. Nevertheless, exchange broad-
ening equally affects the in-phase and antiphase multiplet
components; thus, the effective rate is still a reliable sensor
of Rex. We estimated the corresponding R1(
13C) values us-
ing the same pulse scheme with an extended longitudinal
relaxation delay corrected for crosscorrelation effects
(Brath et al., 2006).
For each methyl class, we calculated the average and
standard deviation of R1(
13C)*R2(
13C). We then identified
methyls with R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) exceeding one standard
deviation above the raw average as sites with significant
Rex. Figure 5A plots the deviations from the average,
R1(
13C)*R2(
13C)  <R1(13C)*R2(13C)> versus sequence;
Figure 6A maps them onto Pin1. Positive surges pinpoint
sites of exchange. The most flagrant surges are L60d1,
V62g1, V62g2, I78d1, A85b, L86d2, L141d1, I156g2, and
L160d2. These methyls are either in the vicinity of cata-
lytic-site residues (L60d1,V62g1/g2, and I156g2), part of
the b4/a1 catalytic loop (I78d1) interacting with the cata-
lytic loop (A85b), or parts of residues important for forming
theWW-PPIase interdomain interface (L86d2, L141d1, and
L160d2). Thus, the
13C relaxation data show strong evi-
dence of intrinsic ms-ms dynamics in the functional
regions of Pin1.316 Structure 15, 313–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd AllEffects of Substrate Interaction
on Picosecond-Nanosecond Motions
We then investigated the response of Pin1 side-chain mo-
tions to the addition of known substrate: the ten-residue
phosphopeptide ligand {EQPLpTPVTDL}. This substrate
contains the pThr-Pro motif of the mitotic phosphatase
Cdc25 in Xenopus laevis and has been used in previous
1H and 15N NMR studies of full-length Pin1 and the iso-
lated WW domain (Pin1-WW) (Bayer et al., 2003; Jacobs
et al., 2003; Wintjens et al., 2001). Cdc25 is among the
most thoroughly investigated mitotic targets of Pin1 thus
far (Crenshaw et al., 1998; Lu et al., 1999b; Shen et al.,
1998; Stukenberg and Kirschner, 2001; Yaffe et al.,
1997; Zhou et al., 2000). Pin1 recognition and phosphory-
lation of pThr-Pro sites in Cdc25 produces a conforma-
tional change in the latter (Stukenberg and Kirschner,
2001; Zhou et al., 2000). To ensure a saturated Pin1/
Cdc25 complex, we used an 8-fold molar excess of ligand
(3.0 mM) over Pin1. The KD for this interaction has been
previously estimated at 117 mM (Jacobs et al., 2002;
Wintjens et al., 2001); thus, we expect near saturation
(95%–99% occupancy) of Pin1. Gratifyingly, we observed
substrate-induced changes in the amide proton chemical
shifts as previously reported for saturated Pin1-WW
(Wintjens et al., 2001). In addition, the most prominent
changes in methyl 13C-1H chemical shifts caused by inter-
action with Cdc25 map to or around regions important for
domain interaction, substrate binding, and catalysis
(Figure S2).
For the resulting Pin1/Cdc25 complex, we performed
the same set of side-chain 2D and backbone 15N relaxa-
tion experiments as was done with apo Pin1. Spectral res-
olution of the complex enabled analysis of 53 out of 56
possible methyl groups. Fits of the 15N R2/R1 ratios fromrights reserved
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Pin1 Side-Chain FlexibilityFigure 3. Order Parameters Describing Side-Chain Flexibility in Pin1
Methyl order parameters (S2axis) are plotted versus methyl sequence. The schematics at the top indicate the secondary-structural motifs in Pin1.
(A) S2axis for apo Pin1.
(B) S2axis  <(S)2axis> values for apo Pin1.
(C) DS2axis caused by interaction with Cdc25 phosphopeptide.the WW and PPIase domains gave tm,WW = 8.1 ± 0.1
ns/rad and tm,PPIASE = 13.0 ± 0.1 ns/rad. Thus, substrate
recognition decreases the overall rotational correlationStructure 15, 31time relative to the apo state. This effect has been noted
in previous NMR studies of Pin1 (Jacobs et al., 2003)
and generally, in other NMR dynamics studies of3–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 317
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Pin1 Side-Chain FlexibilityFigure 4. Map of Pin1 Methyl S2axis on Structure
(A) Methyls are colored according to S2axis <S2axis> values of apo Pin1 with a continuous color gradient from blue (below <S2axis>) to white (<S2axis>)
to red (above <S2axis>).
(B) Changes in S2axis caused by interaction with Cdc25 phosphopeptide are colored with a continuous gradient from blue (more flexible) to white
(no change) to red (more rigid). See Figure 2 for labels.protein-peptide interactions (Kay et al., 1996). The de-
crease likely reflects a reduction in residual protein aggre-
gation, a change in the effective hydrodynamic radius and
shape of the molecule, or an admixture of both. Jacobs
et al. (2003) have noted the hydrodynamic compaction of
Pin1 upon substrate recognition; this effect was weakest
forCdc25compared toother substrates including thedou-
bly phosphorylated CTD peptide from RNA polymerase II
and Pintide, a consensus phosphopeptide substrate.
ALipari-Szabo analysis of the relaxation data shows that
the Cdc25 substrate produces modest (0.1) but
significant changes in S2axis (Figure 3C). Figure 4B maps
these differences (DS2axis = S
2
axis,complex  S2axis,apo)
onto thePin1 structure. Changes inS2axis indicate changes
in the ps-ns reorientational flexibility of the methyl sym-
metry axes. Methyls showing significant DS2axis have
motions relevant for Pin1 substrate recognition.
S2axis increases in three main regions. Increased S
2
axis
(DS2axis = S
2
axis,complex  S2axis,apo > 0) means a loss of
flexibility upon interaction with Cdc25. The first region
consists of a cluster of buried hydrophobic residues L60,
L61, and V62. These residues are bracketed by two basic
residues (H59 and K63) proposed to be directly involved in
the catalytic action of the PPIase domain. A second region
includes side chains mediating contacts at the junction
between the WW and PPIase domains. These side chains
include I28g2 of the b2/b3 loop in the WW domain, as well
as L141d1 and V150g2 in the PPIase domain. Finally, loss
of flexibility occurs for side chains at the C terminus of the318 Structure 15, 313–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Allong helix a1 and the neighboring helix a2. These include
I93d1, I96d1, and L106d2. The a1 helix forms a significant
part of the interior surface of the hydrophobic cavity that
engulfs the substrate ligand.
Some methyls increase flexibility (S2axis,complex <
S2axis,apo) upon interaction with Cdc25. Although flexi-
bility increases have been observed in previous protein-
recognition studies (Kay et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2000;
Loh et al., 2001; Zidek et al., 1999), it still departs from
the persistent expectation that protein-ligand interactions
invariably cause a loss of flexibility. Hence, we examined
more carefully the sites of increased motion. We first
scrutinized sites with greater solvent-accessible surface
area. For example, I78g2, A116b, and A124b have en-
hanced flexibility and considerable surface exposure.
A116b interacts with the b4/a1 catalytic loop which
encompasses I78g2. Their dynamic changes may be an
indirect reflection of substrate recognition. Conversely,
A124b is not implicated in substrate recognition or cataly-
sis by structural investigations; hence, the meaning of the
increased flexibility is unclear. One possible explanation is
its proximity to the flexible active-site methyl L122d1.
Alternatively, the flexibility increase may reflect the reduc-
tion of Pin1 aggregation upon Cdc25 recognition. Specif-
ically, hydrophobic surface methyls may provide contact
points for nonspecific protein-protein interactions, leading
to increased local ordering. Substrate recognition disrupt-
ing these putative nonspecific contacts would remove
such ordering and reduce the apparent S2axis.l rights reserved
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Pin1 Side-Chain FlexibilityFigure 5. Pin1 Methyls with Microsecond-Millisecond Exchange
R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) values are plotted versus methyl sequence. The schematics at the top indicate the secondary-structural motifs. Surges indicate
methyls with significant Rex.
(A) R1(
13C)*R2(
13C)  <R1(13C)*R2(13C)> values for apo Pin1.
(B) Changes in Rex indicated by D{R1(
13C)*R2(
13C)} caused by interaction with Cdc25 phosphopeptide.Nevertheless, other methyl sites of increased flexibility
are not so easily dismissed. Examples of these anomalies
include T29g2, A31b, T79g2, T81g2, A85b, A107b, A137b,
V150g2, and I156d1. These methyls have significantly less
solvent exposure and thus are unlikely points of contact
for protein aggregation. Moreover, these methyls are ei-
ther in proximity to or part of the catalytic site or the do-
main interface. Thus, we regard these methyls as bona
fide sites of increased flexibility upon Cdc25 recognition.
We further investigated the effects of overall tumbling
anisotropy on DS2axis by repeating the procedure outlined
above using backbone 15N R2/R1 ratios from the Pin1/
Cdc25 complex in conjunction with the complexed crystal
structure (PDB ID code 1F8A) (Verdecia et al., 2000). The
resulting changes in S2axis are similar to those estimatedStructure 15, 31for the apo protein. Moreover, DS2axis derived from the an-
isotropicversus isotropicmodelsagreewithin theestimated
statistical errors. This suggests tumbling anisotropy does
not significantly affect our conclusions regarding DS2axis.
Effects of Substrate Interaction
on Microsecond-Millisecond Motions
We further investigated the effect of Cdc25 on slower
ms-ms dynamics. We repeated the 13C relaxation experi-
ments on the complex and then compared the resulting
R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) products with those of apo Pin1. Of obvi-
ous interest were methyls identified as Rex sites in apo
Pin1 via their anomalously large R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) values.
A similar analysis was performed for Pin1 backbone 15N
(Figure S1C).3–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 319
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Pin1 Side-Chain FlexibilityFigure 6. Locations of Microsecond-Millisecond Exchange Dynamics
(A) R1(
13C)*R2(
13C)  <R1(13C)*R2(13C)> values for apo Pin1 are mapped using a continuous color gradient from white (no exchange) to red (most
exchange).
(B) Rex changes D{R1(
13C)*R2(
13C)} in Pin1 upon Cdc25 interaction are colored with a continuous color gradient from blue (quenched exchange) to
white (no change in Rex) to to red (enhanced exchange). See Figure 2 for labels.Interaction with Cdc25 both decreases and increases
R1(
13C)*R2(
13C). Decreases in R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) indicate
a quenching in 13C exchange broadening, whereas in-
creases indicate exacerbation. Methyls showing de-
creases include V62g1/g2, A85b, A107b, L122d2, T152g2,
and I158d1. Methyls with enhanced exchange include
L60d1, I78d1, I78g2, and L122d1 (Figure 5B). Figure 6B
highlights the locations of these residues in the Pin1 struc-
ture. Most of thesemethyls showed evidence of exchange
in apo Pin1, and are directly involved in substrate recogni-
tion, or are adjacent to residues that are.
DISCUSSION
Whereas previous investigations suggested a connection
between Pin1 flexibility and its function (Jacobs et al.,
2003; Ranganathan et al., 1997; Verdecia et al., 2000),
the specific internal motions important for substrate inter-
action have been unclear. Our studies now identify some
of the functional side-chain dynamics underlying this inter-
action by revealing side-chain motions sensitive to sub-
strate interaction. Specifically, interaction with Cdc25
phosphopeptide substrate alters the side-chain flexibility
in several regions on fast (ps-ns) timescales, as evidenced
by changes in S2axis, and on slower (ms-ms) timescales, as
evidenced by changes in R1(
13C)*R2(
13C). These regions
include a hydrophobic cluster proximal to catalytic-site
residues, residues within the b4/a1 catalytic loop, and320 Structure 15, 313–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Alresidues forming the hydrophobic interface between the
WW and PPIase domains. We discuss these changes in
more detail below.
Microsecond-to-Millisecond Dynamics from 13C
Relaxation and Pin1 Catalysis
Asmentioned, addition of Cdc25 actually exacerbates the
13C Rex for several methyl groups already showing signif-
icant Rex in the apo enzyme. This behavior suggests that
ms-ms dynamics related to catalysis preexist in apo
Pin1, and intensify upon interaction with substrate. This
becomes apparent if we consider the possible underlying
exchange processes for the isomerase (Eisenmesser
et al., 2002). Potential processes are exchange between
free and complexed Pin1, and exchange between Pin1
complexed with cis and trans configured Cdc25 sub-
strate. In either case, exchange toggles the methyl 13C
chemical shift between values characteristic of the two
states, resulting in Rex. Rex depends on the chemical-shift
differences between the two states, the exchange rates,
and the product of the fractional populations of the two
states. The last dependence means Rex decreases when
the populations become severely lopsided. Specifically,
Rex due to exchange between free and substrate-com-
plexed Pin1 should diminish under saturating amounts of
substrate (the population of apo Pin1 goes to zero). In
contradistinction, Rex caused by catalytic transformations
of the substrate at the active site—such as cis-transl rights reserved
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Pin1 Side-Chain Flexibilityisomerization of the complexed Cdc25 substrate—would
be expected to persist under saturating amounts of
substrate.
Accordingly, we identify methyls as sites experiencing
catalysis-related exchange if Rex increases upon addition
of saturating amounts of Cdc25, and they are known to be
important for interaction with substrate. The emerging
methyls are clearly associated with the PPIase active
site. Particularly interesting is I78 in the b4/a1 catalytic
loop. I78d1 gives a large surge in R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) product
(Figure 5A), thus showing the presence of intrinsic ms-ms
exchange dynamics in the apo enzyme. I78g2 experiences
similar changes but of lesser magnitude. Because I78 is
part of the surface-exposed b4/a1 loop, its exchange
broadening in apo Pin1 might reflect residual protein ag-
gregation as well as motion related to catalysis. Interest-
ingly, Cdc25 recognition also gives rise to a second
I78d1 resonance (I78d10) downfield (Dd
1H = 0.174 ppm,
Dd13C = 0.06 ppm) of the original crosspeak. The 13C re-
laxation properties of this second resonance are distinctly
different and are more reminiscent of a highly mobile sur-
face side chain. Other active-site methyls are those of
L122 and M130. Whereas L122d1 definitely becomes
broader upon addition of Cdc25, M1303 shows no excep-
tional changes.
The changes at L60d1 are a priori more difficult to ex-
plain. L60d1 is not a direct participant in the catalytic
site, nor is it part of the catalytic b4/a1 loop. However, it
is part of a conserved hydrophobic cluster (see below)
proximal to the catalytic site. Additionally, it is adjacent
to the catalytic-site residue H59. Hence, the exchange en-
hancement of L60d1 upon addition of Cdc25 may reflect
the ms-ms catalytic motions of H59.
Although it is tempting to relate the enhanced Rex to
Pin1 catalytic activity, more definitive conclusions await
13C relaxation dispersion studies (Mulder et al., 2001) to
estimate exchange rate constants that may be directly
compared with Pin1 isomerase activity. Indeed, for a
distinctly different PPIase, cyclophilin A, 15N and 13C
exchange rate constants gave values consistent with
isomerase turnover (Eisenmesser et al., 2002, 2005). How-
ever, molecular dynamics studies suggest caution when
trying to assign a causal role to these slower ms-ms pro-
cesses. In particular, recent studies by Li and Cui (2003)
and Trzesniak and van Gunsteren (2006) suggest that, at
least for cyclophilin A, such slowmotions may reflect local
conformational relaxation that are a consequence rather
than the cause of isomerase activity.
Microsecond-Millisecond Dynamics via Backbone
15N versus Side-Chain 13C Relaxation
Because we also measured backbone 15N R1 and
15N R2
rates (see above), we further analyzed the product
R1(
15N)*R2(
15N) to pinpoint sites of backbone ms-ms ex-
change dynamics. Figure S1A maps apo Pin1 R1(
15N)*
R2(
15N) values onto the Pin1 structure. Comparisons
between Rex sites identified by backbone
15N versus
side-chain 13C relaxation data are apparent in Figure S1B.
We find that Rex from backbone
15N and side-chain 13CStructure 15, 31relaxation generally exhibit increases and decreases upon
Cdc25 interaction in the same regions of Pin1. However,
there is no direct correlation between the Rex of a given
NH and its corresponding side-chain methyl (Figure S1D).
This is not surprising, as the magnitude of Rex reflects the
breadth of chemical shifts experienced by the exchanging
nucleus; such breadths need not be the same for different
nuclei within the same residue.
Motions of a Conserved Hydrophobic Cluster
Interaction with Cdc25 induces a loss of side-chain flexi-
bility on the ps-ns timescale for the buried hydrophobic
cluster L60, L61, and V62. This cluster does not directly
participate in substrate binding or catalysis. However, it
is wedged between PPIase active-site residues H59 and
K63. In particular, H59 and K63 are catalytic-site residues
that bind the substrate proline; such binding may require
or cause increased ordering (reduced flexibility) of the
intervening hydrophobic cluster comprised by L60, L61,
and V62. In this scenario, the enhanced rigidity of the
hydrophobic cluster represents a partial ‘‘freezing out’’
of local ps-ns dynamics due to active-site binding.
Slower dynamic processes are also relevant for this
cluster. The anomalously high R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) values for
L60 and V62 reveal intrinsic ms-ms exchange dynamics
at these methyl sites that cause excessive 13C line broad-
ening. This may be due to intrinsic slow motions of the
cluster, or those of neighboring chemical moieties. Inter-
action with Cdc25 significantly alters exchange broaden-
ing. For V62, the interaction reduces R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) and
the attendant Rex. This indicates a quenching of inherent
exchange dynamics for V62 due to substrate binding. In
contrast, L60 actually becomes broader, possibly as
a result of exchange driven by substrate catalysis (see
above).
We emphasize that the L60, L61, and V62 hydrophobic
cluster is a conserved motif in human Pin1 homologs
found in amphibians (Xenopus laevis), plants (Arabidopsis
thaliana), insects (Drosophila melanogaster), fungi (Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae), and bacteria (Escherichia coli).
Any differences across the examined species merely
swap a Leu and Val for Ile, thus preserving the overall
hydrophobic character of the cluster. Moreover, recent
unigenic evolution studies of Pin1 identified L60 and L61
to be functionally conserved (Behrsin et al., 2007). Hence,
the dynamic properties of this cluster are likely essential
for Pin1 function.
Changes in Side-Chain Flexibility Correlate
with Domain-Domain Interaction
Many of the side chains that show decreased flexibility
(higher S2axis) in the presence of Cdc25 belong to hydro-
phobic residues lining the interface between the WW
and PPIase domains. These include residues of helix a1,
and the b2/b3 loop of the WW domain.
The long a1 helix of the PPIase domain is a key contrib-
utor to the WW-PPIase interface and is a unique structural
element of two-domain PPIases like Pin1 (Ranganathan
et al., 1997). Cdc25 recognition increases S2axis at I93d13–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 321
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strate recognition. The analysis by Ranganathan et al.
(1997) showed that these two residues are highly con-
served surface hydrophobic residues whose functions
are to enhance interaction with the peptide, WW domain,
or both upon substrate recognition. The increased rigidity
of I93d1 and I96d1 is consistent with this proposed func-
tion. Previous 15N chemical-shift mapping of the Pin1-
Cdc25 interaction did not reveal significant perturbations
to backbone shifts in a1. This led to the minimization of
a1’s role in phosphopeptide binding (Bayer et al., 2003).
However, in addition to methyl 13C-1H chemical-shift
mapping (Figure S2), the view emerging from our side-
chain dynamics study suggests more intimate involve-
ment of a1 in the binding process.
Interaction with Cdc25 also induces a loss of flexibility
for side chains mediating contacts between WW and
PPIase domains. These side chains include I28g2 of the
b2/b3 loop in the WW domain, and L141d1 and V150g2
in the PPIase domain. The loss of flexibility for these
side chains is intriguing, as we have identified several
methyl-methyl NOEs (100 ms mixing time) between the
two domains. These NOEs reveal spatial proximity be-
tween the following pairs of PPIase and WW domain
methyls: A140b with I28d1/g2 and T29g2, L141d2 with
T29g2, and A137b with T29g2 and I28g2. The spatial prox-
imity of thesemethyls and the loss of flexibility for a subset
of them upon substrate recognition suggest a more inti-
mate interdomain interaction than previously proposed
(Bayer et al., 2003).
Hence, for both helix a1 and the WW-PPIase junction,
substrate recognition causes a loss of flexibility due to
ps-ns motions. This loss of flexibility is consistent with
the prevailing view that substrate recognition induces
more intimate contact between the two domains. Such
contact may increase local steric contacts between com-
plementary hydrophobic surfaces of WW and PPIase
domains, thereby reducing the motional amplitudes for
side chains lining these surfaces.
Enhanced interdomain contact also manifests for
slower dynamic processes. In particular, Cdc25 interac-
tion reduces the R1(
13C)*R2(
13C) value for apo outliers
including L86d2. Similar to V62 in the hydrophobic cluster
above, this likely reflects an intrinsic conformational ex-
change that becomes quenched upon Cdc25 recognition.
On the other hand, I89d1 actually increases its exchange
broadening. I89 is on the side of helix a1 facing the protein
core. It appears to act as a pivot point for helix a1, which
connects the more rigid C-terminal end and the more
flexible N-terminal end where the catalytic b4/a1 loop
terminates. Hence, its Rex may reflect slow motions of
neighboring residues.
Compensatory Increases in Side-Chain Flexibility
Interaction with Cdc25 increases side-chain flexibility
(lowered S2axis) for a number of methyls upon interaction
with Cdc25. We believe these increases are not mere by-
products of residual protein aggregation. In some cases,
methyls of the same residue give divergent dynamic322 Structure 15, 313–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rresponses: one becomes more flexible while the other be-
comes more rigid. Examples include V150g1 versus
V150g2, I93g2 versus I93d1, and I28g2 versus I28d1. This
suggests that distinct parts of the same side chain have
different extents of steric packing which are differentially
affected by substrate binding. Local rearrangements of
secondary-structure elements might simultaneously re-
duce local steric packing at one site (and thus allow for
greater local motion) while doing the opposite at another.
Increased flexibility upon substrate recognition is ad-
vantageous from the standpoint of binding thermodynam-
ics. Enhanced flexibility means residual conformational
entropy in the enzyme-ligand complex, and thus a more
conformational entropy change associated with binding.
Such favorable changes help compensate for the loss of
flexibility described above. In this context, it is worth not-
ing that recent calorimetric studies of Pin1 interactions
with substrate-analog inhibitors reveal both favorable en-
thalpic (negative) and favorable entropic (positive)
changes upon complex formation (Daumet al., 2006). Pre-
cedent for increased side-chain flexibility upon ligand
binding leading to favorable binding entropy has been
noted in studies of the signal-transduction protein
Cdc42Hs (Loh et al., 2001).
Loss of Flexibility Occurs along a Conduit
of Evolutionary Conserved Hydrophobic Residues
The regions suffering loss of flexibility form an interior hy-
drophobic conduit starting from the WW-PPIase domain
junction terminating at the hydrophobic cluster L60, L61,
and V62 near the PPIase active site (Figure 7A). The notion
of hydrophobic continuity between the catalytic site and
the interdomain interface was pointed out in the first
structural study of Pin1 by Ranganathan et al. (1997).
However, the regions of hydrophobic emphasis in that
earlier study were mainly surface residues, whereas
many of the key hydrophobic residues here are buried.
Nevertheless, the two sets of residues overlap. Moreover,
most of the residues involved are conserved across
diverse species (Figure 7B). In fact, a recent in-depth
investigation of evolutionary conserved residues in Pin1
(Behrsin et al., 2007) includes some of the dynamically
important side chains revealed in our study. Thus, the
inherent flexibility of these side chains and subsequent
reduction of flexibility upon substrate binding are likely
essential for Pin1 function.
This hydrophobic conduit raises the possibility of site-
to-site communication within Pin1 via an internal network
of flexible hydrophobic residues. Conceivably, ‘‘jamming’’
the motion of a given side chain in the conduit could
reduce the mobility of neighboring side chains via steric
interactions. This could provide a mechanism by which
flexibility losses at the WW-PPIase junction could propa-
gate along the proposed conduit to side chains closer to
the active site. In this hypothetical scenario, coupled
motions along this conduit permit communication be-
tween isomerase activity at the catalytic site and substrate
binding at the domain-domain junction. The proposed
importance of this path can be tested by mutations. It isights reserved
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(A) Hydrophobic path experiencing loss in flexibility upon substrate interaction (red). The path connects the WW-PPIase domain junction with the
conserved hydrophobic cluster (L60, L61, and V62) near the PPIase active site.
(B) Sequence alignment of representative Pin1 homologs (with NCBI accession numbers): human (hPin1) (AAC50492), African clawed frog (acfPin1)
(AAF43897), fruit fly (ffDodo) (AAC28408), thale cress (tcPin1at) (NP_179395), baker’s yeast (byEss1) (P22696), E. coli (ecParvulin) (AAB32054).
Conserved methyl-bearing residues are shaded in yellow. Methyls mapped in Figure 7A are illustrated with an asterisk (*).known, however, that the PPIase domain retains isomer-
ase activity in the absence of the WW domain, albeit
requiring much greater amounts of substrate. Hence, the
proposed cooperative effect would not be required for
activity; it would merely enhance it.
We note that identification of this hydrophobic conduit
is a unique aspect of side-chain dynamics investigation.
Such motions are not readily apparent from 15N relaxation
studies. Thus, our results underscore the importance of
dual backbone and side-chain dynamics studies to
expose functional dynamics.
As noted previously (Jacobs et al., 2003), the strength of
interaction between the PPIase and WW domains de-
pends on the sequence of the phosphopeptide substrate.
In the Jacobs et al. (2003) comparison of three peptides,
the Cdc25 peptide induced the lowest amount of interac-
tion. Thus, we believe that the dynamic changes we see
pertain to all Pin1 substrates; they are likely to be more
intense for those eliciting an interdomain coupling. Further
studies will focus on how different inhibitors and sub-
strates evoke different dynamic responses.
Significance and Implications
Pin1 is a critical instrument of postphosphorylation regu-
lation of cell-signaling networks. Notably, Pin1 regulates
molecular interactions important for cancer and Alz-
heimer’s disease, and has consequently emerged as a
potential therapeutic target for both. Understanding Pin1
activity at the atomic level is essential for comprehending
the molecular mechanisms driving these diseases and for
guiding the design of selective Pin1 inhibitors. However,
Pin1 is a flexible enzyme and challenges conventional
inhibitor design predicated on rigid lock-and-key interac-
tions. As such, structural studies are necessary but not
sufficient. To gain a fundamental understanding of its
mechanism, we further require investigations of its func-
tional dynamics.Structure 15, 31In this context, our study represents a significant step
forward in understanding the mechanism of Pin1. Specif-
ically, we provide the first analysis, to our knowledge, of
Pin1 side-chain dynamics at atomic resolution, and
show how those dynamics respond to interaction with
known substrate. The results provide new insights into
Pin1 functional dynamics not previously available from
extant Pin1 structures (Bayer et al., 2003; Ranganathan
et al., 1997; Verdecia et al., 2000) or 15N NMR backbone
dynamics studies (Bayer et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2002).
First, we observe chemical exchange processes sug-
gesting intrinsic ms-ms motions for several methyl groups
at or near the catalytic active site. Some of these motions
appear to be important for binding whereas others are
more important for catalysis.
Second, we have identified a set of hydrophobic resi-
dues that experience a loss of side-chain flexibility upon
interaction with substrate. These residues form a conduit
linking the catalytic active site with the interdomain inter-
face. The residues comprising this conduit are conserved
across evolutionary divergent Pin1 homologs; hence, their
side-chain motions are likely essential for function. Mo-
tions along this hydrophobic conduit may help couple
the events of substrate binding at the interdomain inter-
face with catalysis. Conserved hydrophobic residues
along this conduit might also serve as attractive target
sites for inhibitor contact. For example, inhibitors with hy-
drophobic moieties (e.g., aromatic moieties) might exploit
the hydrophobic region around I96 to impede formation of
the PPIase-WW domain interface. Targeting this con-
served region would enhance affinity, provided the entro-
pic costs of freezing out local methyl motions revealed in
this study are not too expensive.
In a broader sense, our results for Pin1 may reflect
a strategy by which signaling proteins use internal flexibil-
ity to communicate between different subsites. Dynamic
perturbations at one subsite may be telegraphed to3–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 323
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This supports the notion that an effective approach for
inhibitor design targeting flexible proteins is to identify
networks of residues whose coupled motions promote
function. As such, Pin1 serves as an attractive model sys-
tem for defining hypotheses and solutions for designing
novel therapeutics targeting flexible proteins.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Preparation of Pin1 and the Pin1/Cdc25 Complex
The amplified PCR product of the cDNA coding for Pin1 (residues
1–163) from human IMAGE clone 5287626 (Invitrogen) was inserted
into the pET41b expression vector (Novagen) at the NdeI and XhoI
sites and then verified by DNA sequencing. Pin1 was expressed and
isotope labeled at 25C in E. coli BL21 (DE3) (Novagen) in M9 minimal
media per the procedure of Marley et al. (2001). Samples for the 15N
and 2D relaxation experiments were expressed in 50% (v/v) D2O M9
containing 15NH4Cl and D-[
13C6]glucose as sole sources for nitrogen
and carbon, respectively. The sample for the stereo-specific assign-
ments of leucine and valine methyls was expressed in M9 containing
10% D-[13C6]glucose. Pin1 was isolated from cell lysate via passage
through a Q sepharose column (Amersham Biosciences) in Tris buffer
(pH 7.4). The buffer-exchanged eluate was passed through an SP
sepharose column (Amersham Biosciences) in HEPES buffer (pH 7.5)
to capture and elute off Pin1 with an NaCl gradient. Further purification
was achieved by submitting the Pin1 fraction to S100 gel filtration
(Amersham Biosciences). All Pin1 purification buffers contained 2
mMDTT. Greater than 98%purity was verified by SDS-PAGE analysis.
The catalytic activity of Pin1 was confirmed by assaying with succinyl-
AEPF-pNA (Bachem) using the standard chymotrypsin coupled proto-
col to yield a value (KM = 172 mM) consistent with that previously
reported (Kofron et al., 1991; Wang et al., 2004). All NMR samples
were exchanged into 30 mM imidazole-D4 (CIL) (pH 6.6) containing
30 mM NaCl, 0.03% NaN3, 5 mM DTT-D10, and 90% H2O/10% D2O.
Apo Pin1 samples used for NMR measurements were 1 mM.
Cdc25 phosphopeptide {EQPLpTPVTDL} was purchased from
QCB. A 40 mM stock solution of Cdc25 peptide was made using the
aforementioned NMR buffer. Saturated Pin1 was prepared by titrating
aliquots of this stock into a solution of 0.4 mM Pin1 to a final 8-fold
molar excess. Peptide binding and eventual saturationweremonitored
by following amide 15N and 1H chemical shifts in 15N-1H HSQC spectra
as a function of increasing Cdc25 peptide until no further shift changes
were observed. Analysis of the shifts gave an equilibrium dissociation
constant KD = 120 mM, which is similar to that previously reported
(Jacobs et al., 2003; Wintjens et al., 2001).
NMR Resonance Assignments
All spectra were recorded at 295K for apo and Cdc25-complexed Pin1
on Bruker Avance 700 MHz (16.4 T) and 800 MHz (18.8 T) spectrome-
ters equipped with cryogenic probes. All spectra were processed in
TopSpin 1.3 (BrukerBiospin) andanalyzedwithSparky 3 (T.D.Goddard
and D.G. Kneller, Sparky 3, University of California, San Francisco).
Previously assigned backbone 1HN, 15N, 13Ca, and 13Cb (Jacobs
et al., 2002) were confirmed from HNCACB (Wittekind and Mueller,
1993), CBCACONH (Grzesiek and Bax, 1992), and {1H,15N}-HSQC
(Bodenhausen and Ruben, 1980) experiments on both apo and
Cdc25-bound Pin1. In addition, new side-chain aliphatic 13C and 1H
assignments were obtained from HCCH-TOCSY (Bax et al., 1990;
Kay et al., 1993), MQ-HCCmHm TOCSY (Yang et al., 2004), {
13C,1H}-
HSQC NOESY (Zuiderweg and Fesik, 1989), and HC(CO)NH (Grzesiek
et al., 1993) spectra. Stereo-specific assignments for leucine and valine
methyls were established by recording {13C,1H}-HSQC spectra of
a 10% 13C-labeled sample (Neri et al., 1989). Methionine 3 methyls
were assigned with a modified version of the HMBC experiment (Bax
et al., 1994) that correlated intraresidue H3 and Cg resonances. The
following methyls suffered significant resonance overlap and were324 Structure 15, 313–327, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Alexcluded from the subsequent deuterium relaxation analysis: V22g2,
L61d2, L86d1, L106d1, T143g2, and T162g2.
NMR Relaxation Measurements
Measurements of methyl 2D, methyl 13C, and backbone 15N relaxation
parameters involved recording a series of two-dimensional inverse-
detected heteronuclear spectra with variable relaxation delays T. Deu-
terium R1r(
2D) and R1(
2D) were measured using in-house pulse
schemes following Muhandiram et al. (1995) and Millet et al. (2002);
the modifications described in Millet et al. (2002) automatically correct
for the relaxation contributions of longitudinal two-spin order IzCz. The
same relaxation delays were used for both apo Pin1 and Cdc25-
complexed Pin1. R1r(
2D) relaxation delays at 700 MHz were T = 0.5(32),
1(32), 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9 ms, and T = 0.5(32), 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, and 8
ms at 800 MHz. R1(
2D) relaxation delays were T = 0.05(32), 10, 15,
21, 31, 42, and 50 ms at both 700 and 800 MHz. For apo Pin1 (1 mM)
and Pin1/Cdc25 (0.38 mM), 16 and 64 scans were recorded for each
t1 (
13C) increment, respectively. The resulting 2D data sets consisted
of 1024 points in the direct dimension t2 (
1H) and 64 complex points
in the indirect t1 (methyl
13C) dimension. 2D pulses were applied with
hard pulse amplitudes of 1.67 kHz and an R1r(
2D) spin-lock strength
set to 1.39 kHz.
R2(
13C) measurements for singly protonated CHD2 groups were
obtained using the constant-time HSQC pulse scheme of Brath et al.
(2006) with the adiabatic spin lock omitted. To estimate R2(
13C), pairs
of duplicate spectra with constant-time periods set to 1/JCC = 28.6 ms
and 2/JCC = 57.2 ms were recorded (four spectra total). Complemen-
tary R1(
13C) values were measured using the same scheme, with the
spin lock replaced by a longitudinal relaxation delay T = 0(32), 50,
120, 215, 350, 425, and 500 ms.
Backbone R1(
15N) and R2-CPMG(
15N) measurements at 700 MHz
were measured with established pulse schemes (Dayie and Wagner,
1994; Kay et al., 1989). The same relaxation delays were used for
both apo and complexed Pin1. R1(
15N) measurements used delays
of T = 106.6 (32), 213.2, 426.4, 639.6, 852.8, 1066, 1279.2, and
1492.4 ms. R2-CPMG measurements used
15N 180 refocusing pulses
of 100 ms length separated by 900 ms. Relaxation delays included
T = 16(32), 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 72, and 88 ms.
Relaxation data sets were Fourier transformed using TopSpin 1.3
(Bruker Biospin). All subsequent analysis used in-house software
(Peng and Wagner, 1992). Crosspeak intensities were measured by
integrating along f2 (
1H dimension) through the crosspeak maxima in
f1 (
13C or 15N). This yielded for each resonance a file of crosspeak in-
tensities versus relaxation delay (I[T] versus T). For all rate constants
except R2(
13C), the I(T) versus T files were fit to single-exponential de-
cay functions, I(T) = Aexp{RT}, where R is the desired relaxation rate
constant. Errors in the rate constants were estimated using both
Monte Carlo and jackknife methods (Palmer et al., 1991b) and then
taking the larger error estimate. Duplicate spectra furnished estimates
of uncertainties in crosspeak integrals for theMonte Carlo analysis.We
estimated R2(
13C) using the expression
R2ð13CÞ=  JCC ln

Ið2=JCCÞ
Ið1=JCCÞ

;
where I(2/JCC) and I(1/JCC) are the methyl crosspeak intensities result-
ing from constant-time periods set at 2/JCC = 57.2 ms and 1/JCC = 28.6
ms. The intensities and their uncertainties were estimated from the
mean and deviation, respectively, of duplicate spectra. Errors in the
rate constants were estimated using simple error propagation rules.
Relaxation Data Analysis
Under the assumption that the deuterium relaxation is dominated
solely by quadrupolar relaxation (Muhandiram et al., 1995), the rate
constants have the forms
R1rð2DÞ= 1
32

e2qQ
Z
2
f9Jð0Þ+ 15JðuDÞ+ 6Jð2uDÞgl rights reserved
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16

e2qQ
Z
2
fJðuDÞ+ 4Jð2uDÞg:
We used a quadrupolar coupling constant ðe2qQ=hÞ = 167 kHz
(Skrynnikov et al., 2002). Dynamics information is encoded in the spec-
tral density function J(u), which profiles the frequencies of motion
underlying the reorientational dynamics of the methyl 13C-2D vector
with respect to the external magnetic field. In the Lipari-Szabo
approach, J(u) can be expressed as (Lipari and Szabo, 1982; Muhan-
diram et al., 1995; Nicholson et al., 1992)
JðuÞ= 2
5
(
1
9
S2axis
tm
1+ ðutmÞ2
+

1 1
9
S2axis

t
1+ ðutÞ2
)
with
1
t
=
1
tm
+
1
te
:
The 1/9 accounts for rapid rotation about the methyl symmetry axis
in the limit that the motion is infinitely fast (Woessner, 1962). We used
the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm to fit the ratios R2(
15N)/R1(
15N) of
each domain (WW and PPIase) to separate tm values. The fit included
only those ratios within one standard deviation of the raw mean. We
then kept tm fixed and used the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm to
fit S2axis and te for the individual methyls in each domain. Errors in
S2axis and te were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations based
on the estimated uncertainties in the experimental rate constants
(Palmer et al., 1991a; Peng and Wagner, 1992). Calculations for axially
symmetric diffusion tensors based on backbone 15N data used the
‘‘quadric_diffusion’’ program of Palmer and coworkers (Lee et al.,
1997). Surface accessibilities of methyl groups to correlate solvent
exposure with S2axis were calculated using Areaimol on PDB ID code
1PIN (Ranganathan et al., 1997); Areaimol is part of the freely available
CCP4 program suite (CCP4, 1994).
Figures
All Pin1 figures were made with PyMOL (DeLano, 2002). Bar charts
were made using Grace-5.1.15 (Turner and Stambulchik, 2004).
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include two figures and two tables and can be
found with this article online at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/
full/15/3/313/DC1/.
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